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NONLINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
WITH APPLICATION 
TO SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE EQUATIONS 
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Summary. The paper deals with boundary value problems for systems of nonlinear elliptic 
equations in a relatively general form. Theorems based on monotone operator theory and 
concerning the existence of weak solutions of such a system, as well as the convergence of 
discretized problem solutions are presented. 
As an example, the approach is applied to the stationary Van Roosbroeck's system, 
arising in semiconductor device modelling. 
A convergent algorithm suitable for solving sets of algebraic equations generated by the 
discretization procedure proposed will be described in a forthcoming paper. 
Keywords: boundary value problems for systems of nonlinear elliptic equations, semicon-
ductor device equations 
A MS classification: 65N30, 35J65, 65P05 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Very fast progress in many current technologies has also brought forth an increas-
ing interest in mathematical modelling of the undergoing physical processes, which 
are often described by (usually nonlinear) systems of partial differential equations. 
In this paper, an approach to the analysis of a boundary value problem for a system 
of nonlinear, elliptic type equations in rather general form is described. 
In Section 3, conditions on the problem data that are sufficient to define weak 
solutions of the problem and to prove their existence are given. Similar conditions 
can also be found in many other publications, see e.g. Fucik, Kufner [4], Necas [14] 
and Francu [3], but the form of the so-called coercivity conditions presented here 
seems to be new. 
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Then, a discretization scheme based on the numerical integration of the lower 
order terms only is proposed. Existence and convergence results for this procedure 
are proved. Moreover, Hackbusch's results [8] are used to show that the proposed 
discretization scheme has some properties of the box integration method (Varga [20]). 
In Section 4, the theory is applied to the well-known Van Roosbroeck's system 
of three coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describing the function of a 
semiconductor device in stationary state. 
Most theorems on the existence of (weak) solutions of this problem use directly 
the Schauder fixed point theorem (Mock [13], Gajewski [5], Groger [6]), or the theory 
of variational inequalities (Jerome [9]). 
The results of Section 3 are based on monotone operator theory. To be able 
to apply them to the semiconductor device problem, a modified problem, solutions 
of which are also solutions of the original one, is formulated. Then, using theo-
rems of Section 3, the existence of the modified problem solutions, and also exis-
tence/convergence results for the discretized problem solutions, are proved. This 
procedure is similar to that of Groger [6], the difference being in the technique used 
to prove existence of the modified problem solutions. In [6], Schauder fixed point 
theorem is used directly, leading to a nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel type algorithm, 
but without a proof of its convergence. We shall apply Theorem 3.2, use its assertions 
also in the analysis of discretization procedure and in the related paper [16] prove 
the convergence of a solution algorithm, based on fully coupled Newton's method. 
The current continuity equations (4.2) and (4.3) are often discretized by the box 
integration method in conjuction with the so called Scharfetter-Gummel approxima-
tion of current densities, see [18]. However, other techniques also have been developed 
recently, see Markowich, Zlamal [11], Miller [12], Blirgler et al. [1], Shigyo, Wada, 
Yasuda [19], Chen [2] and others. Good numerical properties of the discretization 
scheme proposed in this paper should be guaranteed by the fact that it is actually a 
box integration method applied to some closely related differential equation. 
As far as the author knows, no similar approach to the semiconductor device 
equations resulting in theoretically convergent multigrid based algorithm (see [16]) 
has been published yet. Moreover, some results from the more general part of the 
paper also seem to be new—the form of the coercivity condition (3.10) and Theorem 
3.3 on the convergence of discretized problem solutions. 
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2. BASIC NOTATION 
We shall use the following notation: 
M the set of non-negative integers, 
R the set of real numbers, 
V almost everywhere, 
n = (n\,..., n/v) vector of outward normal, 
—> strong convergence, 
—-• weak convergence. 
Let X be a real reflexive separable Banach space, equipped with a norm || • ||x-
The dual space of X will be denoted by X* and the value of a continuous linear 
functional F € X* on an element v 6 X will be denoted as 
(F,v)x. 
Let IV "̂  1, m ^ 1 be integers, K = m(N -hi) , and let ft C RN be a bounded 
domain with a Lipschitz boundary divided into two disjoint measurable subsets Fp 
and Tyy. Suppose that /iyv-i(r£>)—the (IV - l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of 
To—is nonzero. 
For a given vector function u = (wi,.. .,txm) with sufficiently smooth components 
Ui: ft -•> R, 1 ^ i -̂  ?n, we write 
V = (—L
 dUm dui ^ \ 
\dx\' ' dx\ ' 8x2' ' dxs ' 
and 
i - lUil J==0' 
^"{dui/dxj, l^j^N. 
For f € RK, we denote its components in the following way: 
£ = (flO, • . • , fmO,Cll7--•> fmtv)> 
so that they correspond to the components of (u, Vu). 
We also introduce here an abstract function space V, which will be referred to 
throughout the paper: 
Let 1 < p < oo. The closure of the set 
{v€C°°(f i ) : v = 0onr£>} 
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DH 
in the norm of W0
1,p(.n) l will be denoted as Vp. The space V is defined by 
m 
(2.1) V = n v P ' , KP< < oo, 1 <. i < m, 
and equipped with the norm 
І = I 
i_ 
m / IV - *'""" \ p'« 
(2.2) Иlк = (El^llPv!ŕ),""ІП = [ E ( Ľ jГl^Гd.) '"' 
where pln\n = min{pi,..., pm } • 
3. GENERAL THEORY 
3.1. Weak formulation and existence theorem. Let us first recall some 
important definitions and an abstract theorem, which plays principal role in our 
analysis. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a real reflexive and separable Banach space. A map­
ping A: X -> X* is said to be 
demicontinuous, if 
(3.1) (Wu0 e X)(y{un}n>i: un e X)(un -> u0 in X) => (Aun -* Au0 in JT), 
coercive, if 
(3-2) hm ^ 7 ^ = °°' 
strictly monotone, if 
(3.3) (Vv, w G K, v ^ w)({Av - Aw, v - w)x > 0), 
1 Recall that this norm can be defined as follows: 
(V« 6 W0
1*(n))(||«||H.o,,(n) = (jrfQ\D>vfdx) "). 
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satisfying the so-called condition (M)0, if 
(3.4) (vn -^v)A (Avn -^<p)A ((Avn,vn)x -> (<P,v)x) => (Av = <p in X*). 
Definition 3.2. Let A" be a real reflexive and separable Banach space, A: X -> 
X*, F e X*, Xi & finite-dimensional subspace of X, and let the following problem 
be given: 
(3.5) Find ue X such that 
(VveX)((Au,v)x = (F,v)x). 
The problem 
(3.6) Find ui € Xt such that 
OfveXl)((Aul,v)x = (F,v)x) 
is called the Galerkin approximation of the problem (3.5) on the subspace Xi. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a real reflexive and separable Banach space and let a 
mapping A: X —> X* which is demicontinuous, bounded, coercive and satifying the 
condition (M)0 be given. Then the problem (3.5) has a solution for all F e X*. The 
problems (3.6), / e N are also solvable and if 
\JXi = X, 
i=x 
then ui —- u. Moreover, if A is strictly monotone, then the solution of (3.5) is unique. 
P r o o f . See e.g. Francu [3, Th.5.2. and Th.7.2] or PospiSek [15, Th.4.7]. • 
Let IV, m and ft be as in Section 2 and let functions 
a{j: ft x R* -> R, 1 ^ i < m, 0 ^ j ^ IV, 
fi : ft -> R, K i ^ m, 
di : ft U TD -> R, 1 ^ i ^ m, 
hi : TIv -> R, l ^ i ^ m 
be given. (Recall that K = m(N +1).) We are interested in boundary value problems 
in the following form: 
Iv 
(3.7) -^2,Djaij(x,u, Vtx) +ai0(x;u, Vu) = fi, i = l , . . .,m, a; € ft, 
i= i 
Ui = di, i = l , . . . , m , x € T D , 
Iv 
^ nj-oy(x; ti, Vti) =-fti, i = l,...,m, x eTN. 
j=i 
Let us introduce some useful properties of the functions a.̂ -: 
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Definition 3.3. Let functions a{j: ft x R" -» R, 1 ^ % ^ 771, 0 < j ^ IV, be 
given. We say that they satisfy Caratheodory conditions, if 
(3.8) (Vf e RK)(atj(-;f) is measurable in Si), 
(Vx e fi)(atj(.r; •) is continuous in R"), 
growth conditions with the coefficients p\,.. . ,pm , if 
(3.9) (3p* ^ 1, 1 O ^ ro)(Vi, 1 < i ^ ro)(Vj, 0 ^ j ^ IV)(Vr e ft)(Vf e RK) 
m / N \ 
|ay(z;0| < £ (</«(*) + cy £ |&,|" ( w - 1 ) ) , 
k=l ^ / = 0 ' 
where Cij are non-negative constants and g^ e L9 i(0), l/pt- + l/gt- = 1, 
coercivity condition with the coefficients p\,.. . ,pm , if 
(3.10) (3p* £ 1,1 < Jfe < m)(3Cc > 0)(V* e tt)(V{ € R
K) 
m N m IV m 
££a i j(x;06 j^ ^ o c £ £ | ^ r +5>(x)&,, 
i= l j=0 i= l j = l i= l 
where Cc > 0 is a constant and 0t e £00(0), 1 •$ i ^ m, 
strict monotonicity condition, if 
(3.11) (v.ren)(ve,77eR^,e#r7) 
( m N \ 
( Y,JIfaifoO - ««(«;»?)]({« - Vij) > 0), 
^ i= l j=0 ' 
condition of strict monotonicity in principal part, if 
(3.12) (v* e n)(V{ e Rm)(V77,i/ e RmN,77 / 1 / ) 
, m N v 
f 5^$^[oy(a;;f,i?) - a-yfof,!/)]^ - i/y) > oj . 
>• i= i j=i ' 
The next theorem summarizes first results. It shows conditions on boundary value 
problem data that are sufficient for defining weak solutions of the problem and for 
proving their existence. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let IV, m and CI be given. Consider the boundary value problem 
N 
(3.13) — } Djajj(x; u, Vu) + ajo(x; u, Vu) = / j , t = l , . . . ,m , x G ft, 
m = d i , i = l , . . . ,m , x e To, 
N 
2^iijaij(x;u,Vu) = hi, t = l , . . . ,m , X€FN, 
j = i 
wiiere the functions aij: £2 x R* —•> R, 1 -̂  i ^ m, 0 ^ j -̂  IV, satisfy 
(Al) Caratheodory conditions, 
(A2) growth conditions with some coefficients pi > 1, 1 < t -$ m, 
(A3) coercivity condition with the same coefficients as in (A2), 
(A4) condition of strict monotonicity in principal part 
and 
(D) di e wl*<((i), fi e Lqi(n), 9i e Lqi(rN), i/Pi + i/qi = 1, 1 ̂  % ^ m. 
Let the space V be defined as in (2.1)-(2.2), with p{ from (A2). Then: 
The expression 
m N r 
(3.14) (Vu,v eV)((Au,v)v = J2y" / ai:}(x;u + d,V(u + d))D
jVidx) 
defines a mapping A: V -» V* which is bounded, continuous, coercive and satisfies 
the condition (M)0. 
A functional F £ V* can be defined by 
(3.15) (Vv€V)((F,v)v=J2U fiVidx + J hiVi&sVj 
and thus the weak formulation of the problem (3.13) can be obtained (with A from 
(3.14) and F from (3.15)): 
(3.16) Find ueV such that 
(VveV)((Au,v)v = (F,v)v). 
The problem (3.16) has a solution. 
If the strict monotonicity condition is fulfilled, then the solution of (3.16) is unique. 
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Any solution of the problem (3.16) can be expressed as a weak limit of solutions 
of its Galerkin approximations on the subspaces V/, supposing that 
\Jv, = v 
1=1 
is valid. 
P r o o f . For the case m = 1, i.e. single partial differential equation, the proof 
can be found e.g. in Fucik, Kufner [4], Necas [14] or FVancu [3]. For the case m ^ 1, 
only few corrections in the proof are to be made, as shown in PospiSek [15]. Here, 
only these differences summarized in Lemma 3.1 will be proved. D 
Lemma 3.1. Let, as in Theorem 3.2, the boundary value problem (3.13) be given. 
The assumptions (Al), (A2) and (D) are sufficient for the mapping A from (3.14) to 
be bounded. Moreover, if (A3) is also valid, then the mapping A is coercive. 
P r o o f o f L e m m a 3.L Boundedness. Applying the theorem on Nemyckij 
operators (see e.g. Francu [3, Th.8.9]) to the functions a^, we see that the mappings 
(3.18) (u(-),Vti(-)) ^ a y t s u O . V t i O ) 
m N 
are bounded and continuous mappings from Yl Yi LPi({l)
 t o -%.W> where pi and 
t = l j=o 
qi are given by (3.9). Let v,w E V. Using the Holder inequality, we estimate 
m N 
(3.19) \(Av,w)y\ = l 
III' . » Л 
Y1У2 аij(x;v + d,V(v + d))DjWidx 
ÌҐIÌҐQJЪ 1 
rn N 
< £ E n°« (•;v + d> v ( w + d ) ) H * I I - ^ - H P . . 
r = l j = f j 
where || • ||p, p € N, denotes the norm in the space LP(Q). The term ||Z>
J ŝ||pm- can 
be estimated as follows. By the Friedrichs inequality we have 
(3.20) (Vi, 1 ̂  2 <; m)(3a > 0)(VVi € V " ) ( I N U ^ Q | M | W . . ) . 
Denoting C = max{l ,ci , . . .,cm}, we obtain 
(Vt\l ^ i ^ ro)(Vj, O^j^ N)(\\DjWi\\Pi ^ CWwiWvn). 
Now, using the Holder inequality, we see that 
ra 
(3.21) \\DiWi\\Pi <cY,\\vi\W« < Cm"'"^ ~
l^w\\v. 
t = l 
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From (3.19) and (3.21) we obtain 
m N 
\(Av,w)v\ < m(N + l J C m " ' ^ - - 1 ) £ £ K ' ( s f + d^(v + d ) ) I U M | v . 
The boundedness of _4 now follows from the same property of the mappings in (3.18) 
771 
as above and from the fact that d G Yl WlyPi(il). 
i= i 
Coercivity. Integration of (3.10) yields 
(3.22) (Vi; € V)(lAv,v)v > £ (cc |M|^ + f O^dx)V 
We shall estimate the two terms on the right-hand side of this inequality. First, note 
that 
(Vi, i ̂  i ̂  rnWvt e v»)(\\vt\\yri > h ^ - 1) 
holds. Thus, we have the estimate 
771 771 
(3.23) Y, IMIvj.. > E INIv£" " m = MY*' ~ m-
І = l 1 = 1 
Consider now the term fQ OiVi dx. We shall show that it is bounded for \\v\\v —• oo. 
Denoting max {||0i||oo} as #oo> we have 
1 ^ 1 ^ 7 7 1 
(3.24) -0oo / \vi\dx ^ / OiVidx ^8^ [ \v{\dx, 1 < t < m, 
Jn Jo. Jfi 
hence we are interested in the integral JQ \vi\ dx. By the Holder inequality, 
f \Vi\dx^K((l)«\\Vi\\pi. 
JQ 
Combining this inequality with the Friedrichs inequality (3.20) and using the same 
technique as in (3.21), we obtain 
(3.25) / \Vi\ 
Jn 
dx ^ c\\v\\v, 
where c = m2^{^(il)l^qi}i^i^mCm
Ptnin^Pmin *). Now, we can see from (3.22)-
(3.25) that 
aiid heuce A is coercive. D 
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3.2. Discret izat ion. Now, we could immediately start to look for an algorithm 
solving the Galerkin approximations (3.6) of the problem (3.16) on some finite-
dimensional space V/. In practice, however, problems defined by introducing some 
kind of numerical integration into (3.6) are solved. We shall consider these modified 
problems. Starting from this point, we restrict ourselves to the case N = 2 and in 
addition we shall suppose that ft is a polygon. 
First, let us construct a sequence {V/}/^o of finite-dimensional subspaces of the 
space V, such that (3A7) is valid: 
1. Let To be a conforming triangulation of ffc, i.e. a set of triangles such that 
their union is H and the intersection of any two distinct triangles is either 
a common edge or a common vertex or is empty. Assume that the points 
T/j) fl VJV are vertices of some triangles from T0. Then triangulations T/, / > 0, 
are constructed by induction: For each t e T/_i we generate four triangles in T/ 
by pairwise connecting the midpoints of the edges. 
2. For I ^ 0, p > 1 we define Vp as the set of continuous and piecewise linear 
functions 
(3.26) {v e Vp: (V* eTt)(v is linear on t)}, 
equipped with the norm of the space Vp. Then, given pi, 1 ^ i -̂  m, we set 
m 
vi = n v». 
i = i 
(Note that the condition (3.17) is fulfilled.) 
We introduce the following abbreviations: 
(3.27) n ; = {P € fh P is a vertex of some t e T}, 
ill = {P £ ft - rD : P is a vertex of some t e T} , 
Nt = card H/. 
We now construct a dual mesh Bi for T/: for each triangle t eTi, connect its centre 
of gravity by straight line segments to the edge midpoints of t. This subdivides t 
into three subregions with the same area. With each vertex P e Qj we will associate 
a region up consisting of those triangles t e T/ which have P as a vertex, and the 
so-called box bp € 27/, 6p C utp which consists of the union of the subregions in up 
which again have P as a vertex. 
Theo rem 3.3. Consider the problem (3.13) and suppose that, in addition to the 
assumptions of Theorem 3.2, the following is valid: 
N = 2 and Q, is a polygon, 
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ai0 G C(Q x R
m) , 1 ^ % ^ m, and they do not depend on Vw, 
fi £ C(G), 1 ^ i ^ ?n, 
di G C1^), 1 ^ i ^m, 
hi G C(TN), 1 ^ i ^ rn. 
Then, in addition to the assertions of Theorem 3.2: 
1. The following problem on the space V/, / ^ 0, is well-defined: 
(3.28) Find ul G V\ such that 
(WveVl)((Alu
l,v)v = (F,v)v), 
where the mapping Ai: V/ -> V* and the functional F/ G V* are defined by (u, v G V/) 
Iv I 
(3.29) (./l/M-t;)-,, = 5 2 Y ] / aťj-(:r;u + d,V(ti + d)).D
jt;.ida; 
+ 52 52 ^(bP)ai0(P',(u + d)(P))vi(P), 
i = l P€H/ 
?n 
(Pi,t;)v= £ 52 (w(fcp)/*(PM(P) + /ii(6pnrN)fci(P)t;i(P)). 
i = l PGO/ 
2. For every / ^ 0, the problem (3.28) has a solution. 
3. The sequence {u'J/^o defined by (3.28) weaidy converges to the solution of the 
problem (3.14)-(3.16). 
P r o o f . 1. The assertion follows from the properties (Al), (A2) and (D), the 
continuity of the functions a,o, 1 ^ 2 ^ m and from Theorem 3.2. 
2. This also follows from Theorem 3.2. Note that the problems are formulated in 
finite-dimensional spaces, hence only continuity and coercivity of mappings At are 
sufficient for those problems to be solvable (see e.g. Francu [3]). 
3. Consider a sequence of problems from (3.28), 
(3.31) (Aiul,v)v = (Fhv)v, v G Vi, I G N. 
As discussed above, the problems (3.31) are solvable for all / G N. Moreover, there 
exists a constant Mi > 0 such that 
{A\^yV < Hflllv < HPIk- + IIP/ - Pllv < Mx. 
Then, taking the coercivity of A, Ah I ^ 0, into account, we see that the sequence 
{|lu/||v}/€N is uniformly bounded, i.e. 
(3.32) (3M2 > 0)(VZ G N)(\\u
l\\v ^ M2) 
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and thus there exists a subsequence of {U'J/GN weakly converging to some uD G V. 
Denote this sequence again by { u ' } / ^ . Denote also 
TO 
* = II Wi € C°°(tt) :<pi=0on rD} 
2 = 1 
and let <p G $. We have 
(3.33) lim (Atu
l - F,<p)v = lim (Ft - F,<p)v = 0. 
/—>oo /—>oo 
On the other hand, 
lim (Am1 - F,<p)v = lim (Atu
l - Aul,<p)v + lim (Au
l - F,<p)v 
l—too I—too /—i»oo 
m r . 
= , l i m X ] 5 2 A*2(6p)a«o(-P;(wz + d)(P))<pi(P) - / a ^ f o u ' + d)v?i(a;)ch, 
/—>oo -"-"-* / o 
z = l L P E Q / J n J 
-f lim (_W - F,<p)v. 
/—>oo 
The first limit in the last expression is zero while the second equals to 
(AuD -F,<p)v. 
Hence we have from (3.33) 
(V<pe$)((AuD -F,<p)v=0). 
The set $ being dense in V, we thus conclude that uD (which is the weak limit of 
the subsequence {ul}ie\ ) is a solution of the problem (3.14)-(3.16). • 
R e m a r k 3.1. Clearly, the set 
(3.34) {<plP G Vf: (VP,QE ilt,<pip(Q) = SPQ)} 
(SPQ is the Kronecker symbol) forms a basis of the space V
p, i.e. any v G V/ can be 
expressed in the form 
m 
(3.35) v = 1 L , 1 L , U*".-PV?/P-
i=i Pen, 
Let -<bea complete ordering of the set ft/. Define a mapping vi: {1,2, . . . , N/} -> ft/ 
by 
(Vfci,fe2,1 ^ fci, k2 ^ Nj)(kx < k2 & ut(ki) -< i//(fc2)). 
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Then the coefficient vector vf* = ((iIi,/Q)QenM..., (vm,iQ)Qent)
 c a n ^ e understood 
as a point in a linear space Hi = RmNl, with its [(i - 1) • Ni + j]-th component being 
equal to Viyiv(j)i i = 1, . . .,m, j = 1, . . . , N/. The isomorphism between the space Hi 
and Vi is given by a mapping 
771 
(3.36) Pf: Hi -> Vi, with P^v/* = X^ 5Z V*V<?WG-
i= i Qe&i 
If (•,•) is the scalar product in the space Hi and gr. Hi -> H/ and /Z
H G H/ are 
defined by 
(3.37) (Vt4,v G .ff/)(fl(ti),t;) = <A,PGUj
H, i W V , 
(3.38) (Vi; 6 Ht)(fl\v) = (F^PGV^V, 
then the problem (3.28) in the space V/ is equivalent to the problem 
(3.39) gl(u») = fl
H in Hi. 
R e m a r k 3.2. Consider the problem (3.13) and suppose, in addition to the 
assumptions of Theorem 3.3, that the functions a t j , 1 ^ i ^ m, 1 ^ j ^ TV, have the 
form 
(3.40) aij = ai(x\u)D3Ui, 
where n{ eC
l(Ttx Rm), 1 ^ i ^ m, and 
(3O0 > 0, a0 > 0)(Vi: i = 1 , . . . , M ) ( V T G II) (Vf G e
M)(a[, ^ a ^ j f ) ^ a0). 
Then, obviously, 
(Vt/,wGV/)( / ai(x\u)D3Ui(x)D3Wi(x)dx = / a7(x; u)D3Ui(x)D3Wi(x) dx J, 
where the functions a7: 0 —> R are defined by 
(V* G -T,)(a-|t = ^ - Jai{x;u)dx\ 
As shown in Hackbusch [8, Propositon 3.1.2], 
(VF G fi/)(Vt;t- G V
p')( / -OV/pC^^'^Wdx = / l ^ d 5 ) 
and hence the system (3.39) derived from our procedure is the same as that generated 
by the so-called box integration method (see e.g. Varga [20]), applied to the system 
(3.13) with the functions al(x\u) in the place of ai(x\u). (Note that in the case 
ai = const, the functions a* and a~i are identical.) 
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4 . APPLICATION TO THE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE EQUATIONS 
4 .1 . Model problem. In 1950, Van Roosbroeck [17] proposed a system of three 
coupled nonlinear partial differential equations as a basic mathematical model de-
scribing electro-physical behaviour of semiconductor devices. We shall be interested 
in the following, rather simplified form of these equations, ignoring complications 
like variable mobilities, oxide regions and avalanche generation rate. Our problem, 
however, captures some of the difficulties that occur in practice and its satisfactory 
solution still represents a great challenge to numerical analysis: 
(4.1) - div(gradti) + eu~v - ew~u = Dc, 
(4.2) - d\v(eu~v grad v) - Q(u, v, w)(ew~v - 1) = 0 in ft, 
(4.3) - <Xiv(ew-u gradw) + Q(u,v,w)(ew~v - 1) = 0, 
(4.4) u = UD, v = VD-, w = WD on To, 
(4.5) £ = e ~ £ = e — ^ = 0 on I V 
on on on 
where 
(4.6) Dc e Loo(fi), Q e C(U
3) and (uD)vD,wD) e [L^U) D C
1 (Tt)]3. 
4.2. Weak formulation and existence theorem. First, we reformulate the 
problem (4.1)-(4.5) in terms of the so-called Slotboom variables w, n, v, defined by 
7] = e'
v
y u = e
w. 
We obtain a boundary value problem in the form (3.13), where N = 2, m = 3 and 
(writing afj instead of a^) 
e^Чгo - e-^Чзo, j = 0, 
6 i , І = l,2, 
o(6o,6o,6o)(6o6o-1), 3=0, 
У 1 0 & i , j = l,2, 
<Жю,6o,Ы(6o6o - 1), j = 0, 
. Є - « » Ч З І , j = l ,2, 
(4.10) h = Dc,Һ = h = 0,dг= uD,d2 = e~
VD,d3 = e ^ . / ц = h2 = h3 = 0. 
(4.7) 4 (*;£) = 
(4.8) 4 ( Æ ; Í ) = 
(4.9) ofi (*;*) = 




However, due to exponentials in (4.7)-(4.9), no pi, 1 < pi < oo, i = 1,2,3, satisfy 
the condition (A2), so direct application of Theorem 3.2 is not possible. Nevertheless, 
note that if V°° = [K2nLoo(ft)]3 and V = [V2]3, then the following expressions define 
a mapping As: V°° -» V* and a functional f5 € V*: 
(VU G V°°,U = (u,!M/))(V* E F , $ = (</>i,</>2,^)) 
3 2 -
(4.11) (<A5U,*)v/ = £ E / a§(x;£/ + t / D , V ( ^ + t / D ) )^V i .4r ) > 
(4.12) (V*EV ) ( ( / 5 , $ ) v / = f Dc(x)^(x)dx). 
JQ 
Definition 4.1. Let W°° = [Wl>2(ft) n Loo(f-)]3. We say that U5 € W°° is a 
solution of the problem (S) in the space W°°, if 
(4.13) Us = U£ + UD, 
where U£ E V°° and 
(4.14) _45U£ = / 5 i n * 7 * . 
Theorem 4 . 1 . Tiiere exists at least one solution of the problem (S) in the 
space W°°. 
P r o o f , of this theorem will be divided into two steps. First, as in Groger [6], 
we shall formulate a modified problem such that its solutions are also solutions of 
(S). Then we shall apply Theorem 3.2 to this modified problem. • 
Definition 4.2. Let r < s be real numbers and g: M -> R (M is an arbitrary 
set) any real function. We define Prsg: M -.• R by 
(Vx€M)(Prsg)(x)^{ 
r if g(x) < r, 
g(x) if r < g(x) < s, 
.s if s ^ g(x). 
For r = — s we write only F s . 
Definition 4.3. Let F ^ maxlHuDHoo, ||uID,|ooh G = e~F , H = e F . We dioose 
E ^ IK'Dltoo such that 
eF-E-eE~F + Dc<0, e
E~F - eF-E + $c > 0 
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and define ASr: V -> V* by 
(VU G V,U = (u,iy,i/))(V* G F , $ = (^1,^2,^3)) 
3 2 
(4.15) ((.45rU, *)v = J2T, 4 r(*' ^ + ̂ , V (^ + UuWtpi da;), 
i=l j=0 ^ 
where 
(Vx € fl)(Vi,i = l,2,3)(Vj, j = 0,1,2)(VU = (u,iy,i/): ft - • R3) 
(4.16) (a? r(x; U, VU) = ag(s ; PEu, PGifi;, PG / / i / , VU)). 
We say that U G W is a weak solution of the problem (Sr), if 
(4.17) U = U* + UD, 
where U* G V and 
(4.18) _4SrU* = / s i n V*. 
L e m m a 4 . 1 . (Groger [6, Lemma 1]) Let U he a weak solution of the problem 
(Sr). Then U is also a solution of the problem (S) in the space W°°. 
L e m m a 4.2. There exists at least one weak solution of the problem (Sr). 
P r o o f . We shall verify the assumptions of Theorem 3.2: 
(Al) is obvious. 
(A2) with the coefficients p\ = P2 = P3 = 2 can be verified easily. The only 
arguments of the functions a? r that can cause af? to grow to infinity are those with 
VU. But the dependence of aff on VU is linear, in the worst case. 
(A3). In (3.10), we can choose 
c = min( l ,e" E ) , 6\ = - e ~ F , 62 = #3 = - sup afoO^O-
x€tueR9 
(A4) is also easy, because of 
(V:rGft)(VeGR3)(V7?,*/GR6) 
3 2 
ICST^ ' fo^ ) -afffa&vVtnij -"id) 
i=\ j=\ 
2 
> Yl^nj ~ "v)2 + e~E('72j - V25? + e~~Eimj - ^3j)2. 
j=\ 
(D) follows from (4.6). • 
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The assertion of Lemma 4.2 now follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Discretization. 
Theorem 4.2. Consider the problem (S) with (4.10) and Dc € C($7). Then the 
assertions of Theorem 3.3 hold. 
P r o o f . Taking Lemma 4.2 and continuity of Dc into account, the assumptions 
of Theorem 3.3 can be easily verified. • 
R e m a r k 4.1. Note that if we formulate the problem (3.28) for some J ^ 0, then 
the integrals of the form 
fePEUdx 
(t £ TL) are to be evaluated. But this can be done easily, because u is a piecewise 
linear function. If, for example, \u(x)\ ^ E for all x 6 t , and Ui, t/2, U3 (Ui ^- U2 # 
U$ j^ U\) denote the values of u(x) at the vertices of the triangle t € T/, we obtain 
after some calculation 
2џ(t) 1 ГeУз _ eU2 eu*-eu>] 
" U 2 - U ! U3-U2 Uз - Ul J 
CONCLUSI* ON 
In this paper, we stop at the point when a system of (possibly nonlinear) alge­
braic equations is generated. In the forthcoming paper Pospisek [16], a convergent 
algorithm suitable for solving such a system is proposed. 
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